
tinidor®

THE SMALL COMPOSITE DOOR



small grand entrances
Your front door is special, it’s what keeps you and your family safe, protecting you from the 
elements.

Every day, thousands of people across the UK look to change their front door, the impact of a 
new front door can transform any property but people with older properties struggle as the 
doors in older properties were not as tall as doors today and modern doors have not been 
designed with this in mind.

Tinidor has been created to help solve this issue. Tinidor gives you and your family the 
protection you require with a touch of class.



security is standard...
...not an option

so what’s our secret? 

Tinidors secret is its locking system. Unique to Tinidor, our special multi-point lock has been 
designed with the locking points closer this is why we can make shorter doors, but that’s 
not all. 

The standard Tinidor lock has five locking points, compared to other composite doors 
that have three, this is a big boost to the security of your home. These points have been 
designed as bolts not hooks, the bolt locking system has increased working tolerances, giving 
it a smoother operation for longer. Combine that with the eleven pin high security Ultion 
cylinder, the ability to add hinge protection bolts and the solid hardwood core and you have 
real security.

Automatic locking is provided thanks to the innovative Winkhaus AV3 locking system. This 
three point hook lock automatically engages its main locking points when you close your door 
meaning you don’t have to lift the handle. In addition it comes with innovative day time latch 
as standard meaning you can switch off the automatic part of the lock so if you need to pop 
out to the car or bins and the door slams shut behind you, you won’t be locked out.



security
fitted as standard

At Tinidor, security is not an afterthought, as well as our unique locking system all our doors 
are fitted with Ultion. The moment that Ultion detects forced entry it activates an attack 
lock directly into the central cam, this is ‘Lock Down Mode’. Even if the most determined 
intruder gets past Ultion’s two sacrificial sections they won’t get to the attack lock because it 
is protected deep inside a solid molybdenum core and secured with a dedicated retaining pin. 
When Ultion is in Lock Down Mode your home and family are safe.

IF AN INTRUDER BREAKS INTO YOUR HOME BY SNAPPING THE CYLINDER, ULTION WILL PAY YOU £1000

£1000
GUARANTEE





Painswick
(Agate Grey)

Red Blue

colour options
Adding colour makes a massive difference to how your home looks but also gives people a 
glimpse into your personality. Black doors can be elegant, powerful, and prestigious and are 
a popular choice for homeowners up and down the country, while white doors give a clean 
and crisp look to your home. Anthracite or French Grey doors can add a timeless and classic 
air to you home while blue doors show you to be authoritative and trustworthy. Green doors 
can suggest a calm, quiet, and soothing household while red doors can show a commanding, 
dynamic, and engaging personality lives there. Our new Lavender door would suggest the 
homeowners are spirited and young at heart while our natural wood colours like Walnut or 
Oak can show a  rustic and comforting home.

We often use colour to express ourselves and whatever colour you choose for your new door 
we know it will be perfect for your home. How do we know this? Because you chose it.

Duck Egg Blue Peacock Blue Rich Aubergine Schwarzbraun

Irish Oak

BRITISH STANDARD RANGE
4800/5252 REF 20-C-33

RAL 7038

BRITISH STANDARD RANGE
BS381C103

RAL 4007

RAL 3011 RAL 5011

RAL 8022

* *

*

 

†
 

†

*Denotes matching colours for framework.
†Denotes matching colours for frame as special order. (Colours to be viewed before order).

FOILED FINISH



Cream Cobalt Blue

Golden Oak

Anthracite Grey

Chartwell Green

Green

Walnut

Twilight Grey White
(Standard or Foiled)

Black

Rosewood French Grey Lavender

Golden Sand

RAL 9001

STANDARD: RAL 9016
FOILED: RAL 9010

RAL 1002

PANTONE 7683

PANTONE 7544

RAL 7016

RAL 6021 (NOT A PERFECT MATCH)
OR BS14C35 ICEPLANT GREEN

RAL 9005

RAL 7001 PANTONE 5285

*

*

*

*

* *

*

 

†

 

†

RAL 6009

FOILED FINISH FOILED FINISH

FOILED FINISH



Our Classic Range has been designed 
especially for British cottages

The stunning tongue and groove appearance of 
our Classic Range doors make them perfect for that 
country home look and feel and made even more 
elegant with out traditional range of wrought iron 
door furniture. We have also added a contemporary 
twist to the design with the introduction of single or 
triple diamond shaped glass features to broaden its 
appearance.

Flint Solid
Irish Oak

Flint Beeston
Walnut

Flint Square
Chartwell Green

Flint 5
French Grey

Pontomac Glass Sea Green Glass Clear Glass



Flint 4
Oak

Flint 3
Clear Star Glass

Flint 2
Red

Flint 1
Anthracite Grey

Flint Square 3
BlackCobalt Blue

Square Lead Clear Glass Square Sea Green Glass Diamond Lead Glass



Nottingham
White

Harlech
CFT 2 Glass

London
Peacock Blue

Conway 1
Chartwell Green

Conway 3
WalnutCream

Jewell Glass Park Lane Glass Elegance Glass Simplicity Glass



our traditional styled  doors are still our 
most popular ones
Perfectly suited to both rich colours such as peacock 
blue as well as traditional woodgrain effects such as 
walnut. The glazed panels can help shape the visual 
appearance of the overall door with glass options 
ranging from the traditional diamond to the more 
contemporary abstract. 

Stafford
Red

Tenby 4
Green

Tenby 2
Anthracite Grey

CTL 31 Glass Quad Grey Glass

Ludlow 2
Irish Oak

Potomac Glass Diamond Red Glass



the Italia collection is our most luxurious 
composite door

These exclusive designs come with a range of 
complementary stainless steel designer handles and 
accessories. There’s even the option of handmade 
Warwick Glass†, where two pieces are never the 
same and also matching side panels. All Italia doors 
come with the innovative Winkhaus AV3 auto lock as 
standard so no need to wind the key to lock your door.

Ancona
Black

Naples
Cream

Pisa
Red

Genoa
Oak

† Because of the nature of Warwick glass and how its made no two pieces are alike.  It is also possible for a unit to look completely clear.

Satin GlassBullseye GlassAbstract GlassCTB 18 Glass



Turin
Blue

Roma
French Grey

Ancona Solid
Anthracite Grey

Satin GlassSatin Glass



timber look joints
While other composite door manufacturers just offer the standard 45° welded mitre joints on the framework, 
here at Tinidor we give you the option of timber look joints as well.

When you want your new door to look the part, welded joints give the game away especially if you’ve gone 
to the trouble of having a woodgrain texture outerframe.

Our timber look joints have been developed carefully to give a true timber joint appearance while keeping 
the joint strong and rigid. Our special triple fixing method keeps the joint from moving and creating unsightly 
gaps.



traditional hardware

Cottage Handle Monkey Tail Handle Shakespear Knocker Ring Knocker

Traditional Letter Plate Door Studs Hinge Fronts

Pewter†Black

From a listed property to a country cottage our traditional hardware collection features a 
range of hand-made door furniture including handles, door knockers and letter plates as well 
as some decorative items such as studs and hinge fronts all supplied in a black or pewter 
finish.

†Pewter hinges are not a 100% colour match as they are powder coated. They are however as close a match as possible



modern hardware

Mila Inline handles
1800mm
1600mm
1200mm
800mm
400mm

Karcher
ES23

Karcher
ES21

Karcher
ES24

Karcher
EK53

The prefect finishing touch to your new front door. Pull handles are a match made in heaven 
for our Italia range doors. Ideal for giving your home a modern, contemporary look and 
feel, these handles have proven to be a popular option amongst homeowners with modern 
properties up and down the country. 

Stainless Steel
Door Knocker

Note: Colours from different hardware manufacturers may not match perfectly

Letter plate



standard hardware

Victorian
Scroll

Classic
Urn

Modern
Oval

Lions
Head

Georgian
Scroll

Standard
Lever

Standard
Letter plate

Swept
Lever

Oval
Lever

Round
Lever

White Black Gold Chrome Smokey
Chrome

Smooth
Satin

Our standard range of door furniture has been carefully selected to add a touch of class to 
your new front door. Available in a wide range of styles and finishes this is our most popular 
range of door furniture.



hinges

edgebands

All our doors come with adjustable flag hinges designed 
especially for use on composite doors.

All open out doors come with special hinge protectors as 
standard to help prevent doors being lifted from their hinges.

White Black Gold Chrome Smokey
Chrome

Smooth
Satin

Pewter†

†Pewter hinges are not a 100% colour match as they are powder coated. They are however as close a match as possible.

Edgebands are chosen automatically depending on your colour choice. White is fitted as 
standard, brown on Rosewood and Schwarzbraun when coloured both sides, caramel on Oak 
and Irish Oak when coloured both sided. For all other dual combinations, white edge is used 
unless specified on order.

White CaramelBrown







framework

thresholds

We have two classic profile styles for you to 
choose from, chamfered (System 10) and 
sculptured (Rustique) profiles. Both offer superb 
security features, high energy efficiency and an 
attractive hand crafted finish. 

Both profiles are available in a range of coloured 
and woodgrain finishes that have been specially 
selected to suit any home.

At Tinidor aluminium thresholds are standard, they are more hard wearing and smaller than 
the PVCu thresholds that are standard on so many composite doors available on the market. 
PVCu thresholds are still available though if needed.

AM3-70 Threshold
Available with or without a ramp for Part M

Standard Threshold



glass options
glass tile designs

triple glazed designs
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sandblasted & leaded designs
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energy efficiency
As you would expect from a modern composite door, Tinidor is energy efficient. 

The carefully chosen combination of framework, reinforcement and energy efficient 
sealed glass units combined with the hardwood core of our door leaf, helps us achieve 
a 1.4W/m2K U-Value meaning it will help keep you and your family warm as well as 
safe. 

Every Tinidor carries a      Mark giving you peace of mind when buying your new door.



the technical bit
At Tinidor we’re known for our little doors but that doesn’t mean we 
can’t make normal size doors too. So we thought we would throw some 
numbers at you so you know what we can and can’t make.

The minimum height we can make a door is 1740mm using the AM3-70 
aluminium threshold and no sill (if you want a sill just add 30mm to the 
height). The maximum door height (not including a top light) is;

Threshold Option Frame Height 

AM3-70 2136mm

Standard Aluminium 2139mm

Low PVCu 2158mm

Standard PVCu 2171mm

The minimum door width depends on the style of door chosen. You 
have probably noticed some little coloured triangles in the top left hand 
corner of the door images, these coloured markers link to the table 
below to help you find out how small it can be made.

Minimum Width

Green 600mm

Yellow 854mm (800mm special order)

Blue 854mm

The maximum width our doors can be made is 1024mm without a side 
panel.



Every effort has been made to match the colours shown as close as possible to your chosen product. Images of colour swatches will vary slightly to the finished product.
This brochure is designed to give a better idea of the styles and colour options available. We advise that you ask your installer for a free swatch sample.

As part of our policy of continuous improvement we reserve the right to alter specifications without prior notice.
All door designs are representative only and glass positions may be different on the actual product.

Tinidor® is a registered trademark of Aztec Windows (Coventry) Ltd in the UK.
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for more information contact your local installer

www.aztec-windows.com/tinidor
@_tinidor_


